The blockade of excitation/contraction coupling by nifedipine in patch-clamped rat skeletal muscle cells in culture.
The effects of the dihydropyridine derivative, nifedipine, well known as a blocker of calcium channels, were tested on cultured rat myoballs. Membrane currents and contractions were simultaneously recorded by means of the patch-clamp technique and a photoelectric transducing method. High concentrations of nifedipine (5 microM) inhibited the contractile responses and inward calcium current (ICa) elicited by long depolarizations. In the absence of ICa (1.5 mM cadmium in the bath), nifedipine inhibited both the ICa-independent contractile component and the outward current, supposed to depend on the intracellular calcium released during contraction. At low concentrations (0.5 microM) the blocking effects of nifedipine could be strongly enhanced by shifting the membrane potential towards less negative values (-60 mV) for 50 s prior to the test pulse. A blocking effect of nifedipine, at a usually ineffective concentration (0.1 microM), could also be observed when long-lasting (3 min) prepulses to 0 mV were applied from a reference membrane potential of -60 mV. This effect could be relieved by long-lasting cell hyperpolarizations (-90 mV). The blocking effects of nifedipine unrelated to ICa could be interpreted as an action on a molecule (voltage sensor) in the T-tubule membrane involved in the excitation/contraction coupling process and as a preferential binding of the dihydropyridine derivative on the inactivated form of this molecule, favored by the weak negative potentials or long-lasting depolarizations. The results provide data in favor of the existence of strong similarities between the calcium channels and voltage sensors since their operation was inhibited in a voltage-dependent manner by nifedipine.